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Newsweek

Health News

PV's own entertains the masses

Riding out the Flu
If you're one of those folks who didn't get a flu, here are some tips for

Students sought for summer '96
Throughout the fall and winter, The Fund for American Studies will be recruiting student leaders at colleges
and universities to live, learn and intern in Washington, D.C. in the summer of 1996. Undergraduates interested in
living with peers from around the nation and the world, gaining relevant work experience in public policy, business,
or political journalism, and studying at prestigious Georgetown University, are encouraged to apply.
Numerous scholarships are available at each of The Fund's three seven-week- programs- the Engalitcheff
In on Comparative Political and Economic Systems, the Institute on Political Journalism, and the Byrce Harlow
Institute on Business and Government Affairs. Each of the institutes combine internships throughout Washington,
courses at Georgetown University, and unique opportunities to meet and talk with national and international leaders
at site briefings, lectures and evening dialogues.
For brochures and applications, students should contact the Fund for American Studies 1-800-741-6964.

riding it out.
Dr. W. Paul Glezen, epidemiologist at the Influenza Research Center
at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, recommends:
Taking over-the-counter pain relievers and fever reducers. Adults
can use aspirin or aspirin substitutes; children can take acetaminophen.
Getting plenty of bed rest. Drinking plenty of fluids.
If you have influenza A, two prescription drugs, Amantadine and
Rimantadine, can help, Glezen said. If taken with in 48 hours of the onset of
symptoms, they can shorten the duration of the attack and lessen the severity
of the symptoms. The drugs are ineffective against influenza B.

Alpha to Omega SK Run

For people with seasonal affective disorder, 'tis not the season to be
jolly. SAD occurs most often in winter, but it is different from the typical
holiday blues. "The blues, common during the holidays, mostly come and go,"
said Dr. Ernest FrugeofBaylor College of Medicine in Houston. "But people
with SAD are often depressed all winter long." Although stress may be a
factor, the disorder appears to be related to low-light environment. It is more
common in higher latitudes where sunlight is less common during winter.
Symptoms include fatigue, sluggishness, over sleeping, overeating and weight
gain. Women are four times likely to be affected than men.
The first treatment is light therapy, Fruge. The patient exposed to
white fluorescent light for several weeks. Antidepressants can also be used.

More than 1,000 runners, walkers, skaters and wheelchair athletes will attend the Alpha to Omega 5K Fun
Run that begins at 7:30 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 18. Athletes will meet at the Sabine Bridge off Memorial Drive near
downtown Houston. All proceeds from this event will benefit Omega House, a local nonprofit AIDS hospice.
Registration fonns are available at Run Sport, 2137 Richmond, and at the event. The $15 fee includes an
official Alpha to Omega T-shirt. Prizes will be awarded to the first place finisher in each of eight divisions. On the
day of the event, wheelchair athletes and skaters will start at 7:30 a.m., runner at 7:50 a.m. All participants will find
a party with free refreshments and booths representing local organizations.
Omega House in Houston's only residential hospice whose services are available beyond thirty days for
medically indigent people with AIDS. The cost of care per resident is $200 per day at Omega House compared to an
estimated $800-$1 ,200 per day at the Harris County Hospital District and an estimated $1,400 per day at the Veteran's
Affairs Medical Center. Since its founding in 1986, Omega House has saved Houston area taxpayers more then $5
million. Omega House is an independent, nonprofit 50 I (c) (3) organization and does not charge residents or accept
third-part reimbursements such as those from Medicare or private insurance.
Fot more infonnation about the event, please cal\ Run Sport al 524-6662 or the run hotline at 688-3773.

Editor-in-Chief-- Candice Clay

Manacioe editor

SAD can strike in winter

Helping stepchildren during the holidays
Holiday planning can be stressful for step families. "The holidays
stir up old feelings that have not been resolved, " said Dr. James Bray, a
psychologist at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston. "Many stepchildren
are sti\\ upset over their parents divorce and have not adjusted to their new
family." Bray offers suggestions to help re-settle the nest in time for the
holidays: hold a family meeting. Assign duties evenly among the children, and
be sure the older children are included. Create new family traditions. Ritulas
become shared experiences that can help solidify a family. Consider alternating holiday visits from year to year. Treat biological children and step children
equally.

Key Dates

Ann Harvey

Student Advisor

By DEMETRIA MA YES
Panther Staff

.
by Tom
Pv P res1·ctent Ch arIes A. H'mes cuts ribbon
to usher in tlie
newGodwin
relationship between KPVU and NPR. At left, holding the ribbon
is Sidney White of NPR. Others in the photo graph ,Dr. Millard '
Eiland, Carol Means, J oahanne Thomas- Smith and Larry
Coleman.

KPVU becomes NPR affiliate
By ZHARMER HARDIMON
Panther Staff
"I am very excited about the new
NPR affiliation because it will give

is the world's first noncommercial,
satellite-delivered radio system. A
private, nonprofit corporation, NPR
provides member stations with
programming,
professional
development, promotional suppon,
program
d i tribution,
and
representation in Washington on
issue affecting the development of
public broadcasting.
KPVU, licensed to the university,
serves the university community as a
seven-county area including Waller,
Austin, Montgomery, Grimes and
Washington counties.
We are in unique position to give
our seven-county listening area
increased access news and information
that they might not necessarily have
in normal commercial media," said
news director and assistant professor,

KPVU-FM the capacity to provide
our Ii tener with diversified
information
and
unlim ited
programming ," said KPVU-FM
program director, Larry Coleman.
The occasion was a ribbon-cutting
ceremony held on Wednesday.Nov. I
to kick offthe new affiliation between
KPVU-FM and National Public Radio
in Washington, D.C.
Also speaking at the ceremony was
Sidney White, NPR station relations
officer. "This new NPR affiliation
will provide KPVU-FM with an
opportunity to share quality national
programming," he said.
Based in Washington, D.C., NPR See NPR on page 19
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Nov. 12-17

BuildingtobenamedforBillyNie~

Purple & Gold Day

Nov.16

Thanksgiving Holiday

Nov. 23-26

Bayou Classic

Nov. 25

Invariably, when most people
refer to William "Billy" J. Nicks and
the eight conference championships and
five national championships he brought
home to Prairie View A&M University,
they always mention the word
"legendary."The legendary Billy Nicks
was honored Saturday, _Nov. 11, at lO
a.m., in the New Gymnasium as the
Texas A&M University Board of
Regents, the Chancellor, PVAMU
Administration and PVAMU Former
Education Majors and Athletes from
1940-1968, name New Gymnasium in
his honor.
Officially,
the
new

Advisor

Editorial Policy
The Panther is a bi-weekly publication supported through advertising
and student activities fees. Views expressed in The Panther are not those
of PVAMU or the TAMUS Board of Regents. lngujdes Hilliard Hall
Room 208 News & Advertising: (409) 857-2 132 The Panther. PVAMU.
P.O. Box 2876 Prairie View, Texas 77446.

Pep rally raises spirits during homecoming '95

momentarily be felt throughout the given out to the students in the crowd.
The height of the ritual was
university.
the
lighting
of the torches. Each torch
The next activity was the
lit
represented
a statement about Prairie
Students at Prairie View campus bonfire. More than 1,200
View.
showed support in great numbers during students engaged in this activity.
Ebony Price, a sophomore,
Promoted by the Student
this year's homecoming. The annual
pep-rally started activities on a good Government Association, it was literally wept before the end of the
designed to renew the Panther spirit ceremony.
gymnasium will be named the "William note.
"It just felt so good to see
The
cheerleaders
performed
among the faculty, students and friends
J. Nicks Building" after the winningest
people come together like that-this is
of Prairie View.
football coach in Prairie View's history. to pep up the circle of hundreds.
truly thekindof unity this school needs,"
Many
students
were
impressed
SGA
president,
Darius
Starr,
Former student, dignitaries and friends
said Price.
will crowd the University new with their performance as well as the believed that annual bonfires should be
The bonfire was a
a
college
tradition
for
black
and
white
performance
of
the
band.
gymnasium as they honor a man who
collaborative effort of many SGA
"It
really
he!
ped
to
generate
universities
alike.
pushed PV AMU to the top.
"When I first took office, I chairpersons.
Following the dedication will spirit forthe football game and moti vale
Starr said the activity was
people
to
come
out
and
support
the
promised
to keep traditions going. l
be Prairie View's last football game of
successful because of committee
team,"
said
Thomas
Oliver,
a
wanted
to
get
the
bonfire
ceremony
the season as they face the Tigers of
back in an effort to reinforce school members Kofi Burney,TonyikaForbes,
Jackson State University at 1:30 p.m. sophomore here at Prairie View.
Kenric Narcisse, Craig Nichols, La
From
the
continual
applause
spirit," Starr said.
The game has been redirected to
Keisha Anderson and David Walden.
and
chanting
from
the
crowd,
it
was
During
the
ceremony,
spirit
Blackshear Stadium at PVAMU after
"These fine people," Starr said,
plans fell through for the contest to evident that all were rooting for P.V.U. towels were given to the football team
"have
helped
to establish the foundation
The spm t circulated members and their coaches. Free spirit
have been staged as the Magnolia
for
years
to
come."
throughout the crowd would towels and panther footballs were also
Classic in Jackson, Mississippi.

International Student Week

Maurice Hope-Thompson

"How better to go into small
business management than to start your
own business." Juanel D. Sippio,
Kendrick D. Evans, and Roddrick S.
Warner are three motivated , determined
young black men who are living cowards
a very positive goal.
The executive producers of
Superior Productions are: Sippio from
Austin, Texas; Evans from Dallas,
Texas; and Warner also from Dallas,
Texas. Their motto is: "Success is a
road seldom traveled by the multitude".
Their production company is staffed
with 30 people, six are women.
Superior Productions hosts
promotionals, university entertainment,
video productions, concerts, parties and The men behind Superior Productions Roddrick Warner, Juane\
live performances. Their work in the Sippio, and Kendrick Evans_.
community is just as outstanding.
Superior Productions will have a Food employing other small businesses in has shou\d be some type of ins-piration
Drive for Thanksgiving; the proceeds (ne area so that those bus{nesses can i.o us a\\.
will go to a needy fami\y. P\ans are get exposure. iney've w r\c.ed wi\h
beingmadeto gotosurroundingsc'hoo\s The P it Bar-b-(l.ue and with
S
in the area with T- hirts ith th ir J
Poli e
' II Pr iri
i
n
; u
10 promote a S tay In Schoo/ program.
for
urity purpo
group rrom Dalla . Fl Wnnh. and
Other act1 vi ties th at are
S uperior Productions i H ou ton ill the Waller County
planned in the community include a planning combine with A lumni Hall Fairground . They urge all to get your
community clean-up program and andpickuptrays coshowfellowstudents pre-sale tickets now! The Executive
interacting with the senior citizens at that being responsible and considerate Producers would like to give a special
Shady Oaks ApartmentsinPrairieView is important in order to make it today. thanks to the Superior Productions
by having a luncheon. Their work will The positivity and generosity that each Staff!!
benefit other communities as well. staff member and executive producer
Superior Productions bel ieve in

By KASANA T. REEVES
Panther Staff
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PV police speak on homecoming disturbances
lady was slightly injured during the step- homecoming festivities were not held
show and was treated by the EMT under tents as they have been in the past.
(Emergency Medical Team?) when a 'The tents would have been a good thing
group of guys tried to rush the doors in for our students," he said, "but it's the
outsiders that bring the problems."
Three arrests were made and front of the fieldhouse.
Many citations of disorderly Stephens says that this year no guns were
several incidents of criminal mischief
conduct, whichareclassifiedasaClassC confiscated but the last year we had tents
occurred during homecoming week,
chief of University Police, Rayford V. misdemeanors, were issued during the officers took six. "It's the non-students
night of the step show. These citations and their behavior that make the tents
Stephens told the Panther recently.
But, in explaining student were against students and visitors who such a dangerous issue."
Recently,
Stephens
behavior during homecoming activities caused disturbances at the doors and
at Prairie View A & M University, refused to cooperate with officers. encountered mischievousactivi ty among
Stephens noted that much of the Visitors were not only issued citations students that were celebrating Halloween.
misbehavior during the week was the for disorderly conduct, but were also A group of students allegedly attempted
work of outsiders and not PY students. issued criminal trespass warnings and to invade the dormitories by entering
them in Halloween attire and creating
During homecoming several escorted off campus.
However, there were no
arrests were made, said Stephens. There
was a fight in which three people were .;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;
arrested. Several incidents of criminal
mischief occurred where people tried to
break into the University Fieldhouse.
Stephens said there were several
burglaries involving automobiles that
were parked behind thepost office and
otherremoteparkingareasand lots around
the campus.
Stephens said a group of incidents inside of the building during havoc among the residents.
officers, including highway patrol the step-show. Stephens thinks that this
Stephens acknowledges that
officers who are experienced in fact should be recognized. ''That speaks students may do things in the spirit of
contro\\ing \arge crowds were hired for wel\ of the behavior of our students," he fun. However,he believes that sometimes
seven.\ events, inc\udini the said. "l commend the students for their studentsdon'trealiz.ethedangersofsuch
'nome£.Ominiconcen,theste.\)-show,a.nd behavior because wi.\h the number of a.clions. "We try to recogniz.e what
the bonfue.
students we had inside the dome that harmless behavior is," said Stephens.
.
Stephens believes the on!y night,andnouohaveasingleincidentis "We didn't want to infringe upon
diff~rence betw~n the res~lts of lh!s good."
anyone's harmless fun, but we did want
year shomecoffilngandp~v1ousones1s
In the future, Stephens says to be present in case there were other
the large crowd. Aooroximatelv 6000 JX)lice will be taking safety measures to things taking place."
peopleattendedthestep-showincluding eliminate the possibilitiesof people
Stephens made references to
the estimated 1500 waitingoutsideofthe getting to those doors.
the water fights that usually occur on
university fieldhouse.
Stephens believes the step- campus during the spring semester in
Stephens said there were many show was marketed very well. However, order to emphasize his point. "If you do
incidents of "crowd-rule" in which he believes that the party which was it in one place, it might be fun; but if
individuals try to outnumber police and scheduled after the step-show was water is thrown in front of Alumni Hall
invaderestrictedareas. "Someofstudents cancelledforexcellentreasons. Frederick and someone slips and falls, then it's a
and visitors know the doors that are Roberts, Director of Student Activities, problem."
weak," said Stevens ,"and they tried to made the decision to cancel the party
As far as future activities are
crash those doors."
which was upset a great number of concerned, Stephens wants to emphasize
"Outside, there were about 1500 students and visitors.
that the behaviors of the student body are
people," said Stephens. "Very few of
''There were too many people not the usual causes of incidents, but it's
those people had tickets. We went ahead for any kind of a dance," Stephens said. the influence and problems caused by
and allowed as many people as we could ''The numberofpeopleat the Baby Dome outsiders.
inside who had tickets, when it was safe that night could have never fit on the
"We know that our students
to do so."
floor for a dance. It was all a matter of want to celebrate homecoming. They
Some people were not allowed physics and space."
want to go to the bonfire. They want to
to leave the show due to groups of people
"If someone had dropped a go the step-show. They want to go to the
that were attempting to rush the doors. firecracker inside the Baby Dome, you concert. But these outsiders just want to
Stephenssaysthecrowdthatwasoutside wouldswearthat(gun)shotswerelired," come down and see the pretty girls and
was moved back so that officers could let he explained. "People would've panicked they have no investment and no pride in
peopleleave. Unfortunately,somepeople and someone would have eventually Prairie View. Theyarenotevenaffiliated
withticketswerenotallowedtogoinside. gouen hurt."
with Prairie View."
Stephens said that one young
Stephens is also glad that many

By BURL HARRIS
and VIRROBIN ESTHER
Panther Staff

Approximately 6,000 people attended
the step-show including the estimated
1,500 waiting outside ...

Scholarship banquet set to honor PVAMU vice president
According to Willie A. currently vice pre ident for Finance
Tempton, Assistant Vice Pre ident for and Administration. He will be honored
Physical Plant and Campus Security, at the Ramada Plaza Hotel (Hwy. #290
plans are being developed to hold an and Pinemont). Nov. 18, at 6:00 p.m.
··Endowed Scholarship Banquet
Bonner has had a long and
Honoring Dr. Harold S. Bonner," who distinguished career at PY as a scholar,
is retiring at the end of the year. Bonner, teacher and as a public leader. As such,
who is a former Interim President of the hosting commiuee fell that it would
Prairie View A&M ..Un-iversity . i . be ~n appr.opr.ime gesture to honor

Bonner by creating an "Endowed
Scholarship Fund," in his name.
Tickets to the event are $35
per person ($5 of which is a tax
deductible contribution to the "Harold
S. Bonner Endowed Scholarship Fund).
The allire for the gala event will be
semi-formal. For information contact
Paula Garren: 409-857-2952.
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Students concerned
about allocated monies

attending Prairie View." Jones also
said, "This year to date, we received
$1,427,000 for student service fees,
Students are concerned with the so we divided each activity up based
distribution of the money at Prairie on the needs of the students to decide
View A&M, but based on the Texas which ones would get the most monies
state law on higher education 54.503, allocated."
Once the board members have
the money has to be distributed
their
decisions
on the students service
properly.
fees
it
must
keep
in mind that the
A student service fee
decisions
made
by
the board are in
allocation committee must be
govern
with
the
Texas
state law on
organized to conduct training and
higher
education
54.503.
appropriate allocated mon ies,
All money collected as student
according to Texas law.
service
fees shall be reserved and
The committee will consist
accounted
for in an account or kept
ofstudent body president, student body
separate
from
educational and general
vice president, Panhellenic Council,
funds
of
the
institution
and it must be
Council of Student Organizations,
only
for
the
support
of
student
services.
Activities Board president, and two at
Frederick
Roberts,
of
student
large positions who would serve two
activities,
said,
"Students
need
to
year terms.
All of the organizations will understand that the student activity
meet to discuss the student service money is not included in their fees."
fees, such as which activities will get That is why there may be a cover
a certain percentage of money and charge for the talent show and the
how the money will be divided, step-show because the money which
was allocated to student activities must
according to Texas State Law.
Kevin Jones, the former student be generated.
Jones said, "I try to encourage
government president, who served on
the board for two years, said, '"We are student involvement because students
only given so much money depending want to know how their money is
upon the amount of students who are being used, we need more student
participation.

By TOMESHA CARRAWAY
Panther Staff

Wiseman brings 'The Griot' to PVAMU

Kijana Wiseman

Few young mus1c1ans and
actresses have toured the U.S., Africa
and Europe. And, fewer still have hosted
their own television shows, sand with
the Scott Joplin Orchestra, the Houston
Symphony Chorus and the
Phi !harmonic Orchestra of the National
University of Mexico (in Mexico City),
but Kijana Wiseman has! In fact,
Wiseman will bring her 3.5 octave
ranged vocal skills to Hobart Taylor
Recital Hall Nov. 20, at 7 p.m., for
Prairie View A&M Uni versity ' s

Thanksgiving program as she performs
'The Griot'.
The Griot takes its audience to
the dawn of music teaching them about
life through the use of music, dance,
slides, and shifting genre. Wiseman
progresses as she becomes a slave, a
gospel choir director, a toddler, a
striptease artist, and opera and a jazz
singer. She makes the point that,
" ... music unifies mankind." Wiseman
says of her many performances, "Each
show is different. The audiences make
it that way, and 'The Griot' is full of
audience participation . My job is
simple...to touch everyone just a little
bit." The talented singer, actress,
performer believes that, "All music is
ours...I just like to taste its flavors. If I
have a good time, so will the audience."
Operatic tenor soloist, David
Brewer, commented on Wiseman in
'The Griot' saying, "Kijana surprises
people. The things she can do with her
range - the sounds she makes - are
just short of amazing...and her effortless
high notes bring to mind Minnie
Ripperton or Ima Sumak." She promises
that her audiences will leave exhilarated,
a bit exhausted, and a bit more tolerant
of others.
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Black Student Leadership Conferenc_e at TAMU
African-American
student leaders from Texas ,
Ok lahoma , Louisiana and
Arkansas will have the opportunity
to enhance their professional
development wi th the wes tern
Black Student Leadersh ip
Conference (SBSLC) at Texas
A&M University scheduled for
Nov. 30 .
The conference provides
a forum in which Afri canAmerican students can discuss the
problems and concerns affectin g

their communities. The conference
strives to academically, politically
and culturally enrich the lives of
African-American college students
through its workshops, speakers
a nd ente rt ainmen t programs ,
coordinators explained.
The theme of this year's
conference is "The Foundation of
the Past Is Laid ... Will the Pillars
of Today Support the Roof o f
Tomorrow?"
Guest speakers will include
Dr. Michael Dyson, director of the

Northwest Coll~e
Westgate - l 550 Foxlake Dr.
ACCT
ACCT
ARTS
ARTS
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BUSM
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ECON
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
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US to 1877
US after 1877
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Fundamental Math I
Fundamental Math II
Intermediate Algebra
College Algebra
F1n1te Math
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Precalculus
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Intro Psychology
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Intro Soc10logy
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Speech Fundamentals
Public Speaking
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Institute of African Amer ican
Research at the Uni versity of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and author
of " Reflecting Black: Afr ican
American Cultural Criticism;" Dr.
James Anderson , dea n o f
undergraduate studies at North
Carolina State University; Barbara
Reynolds, columnist and editorial
writer fo r USA Today and cofou nder of "Dollars and Sense," a
black professional magazine.
A c areer fair will b e
incl uded as part of the conference .

The ea r l y reg istra tio n
deadline is Nov. 30, and the late
registration deadline is Dec. 30 .
Regular conference fees are $65
per student and $75 per sponsor/
adviser. Late reg istration is $90
per
person.
Co nfere nc e
coordinators said no provisions are
being made for o n-site registration.
For more information, call (409)
845-4565.
Contact: Mark Evans at ( 409) 8456817
or
e- mail :
mark e vans@tamu.edu .

Southwe t College

Central College

Stafford - 9910 Cash Road

1300Holman

00885 ACCT 1301
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BUSI
ECON
ECON
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
GOVT
GOVT
GOVT
GOVT
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
PSYC
READ
SOCI
SPAN
SPCH

2301
1303
1301
2301
2301
2302
0100
1301
1302
2327
2327
2301
2301
2302
2302
1301
1301
1302
1302
0101
0306
0312
1314
1314
2301
0100
1301
1300
1311

Office Acct I
P11n of Acct f
Art History f
Introduction to Busmess
Business Law I
P11n of Eco-Macroeco
Prm of Ec:o-Mlcroeco
Developmental W1111ng
Composit10n I
Composit10n II
Sur-Am Lit I
Sur-Am Lit I
Nat.Sta.Local I
Nat,Sta,Local I
Nat.Sta.Local II
Nat,Sta,Local II
US to 1877
US to 1877
us alter 1877
US after 1877
Developmental Math
Fundamental Math I
Intermediate Algebra
College Algebra
College Algebra
Intro Psychology
Developmental Reading
Intro Sociology
Beg. Span Conv
Speech Fundamentals

TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWAF
TWAF
TWAF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWAF
TWAF
TWRF
TWAF
TWAF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWAF
TWRF
TWAF
TWRF.
TWAF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF

9·00 ·12:00
12:30-3:30
9:00 ·12:00
9:00 ·12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00-12:00
7:30 -900
9:00-12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
12.30-3:30
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -1 2:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00-12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
12:00 -2:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00 ·12:00
9:00-12:00
9:00 ·12:00
9:00 -12:00
7:30 -9:00
9:00-12:00
9:00 •12:00
9:00 ·12:00

Classes Meet Tuesday
through Friday each week.

Ca/1718•5729 for Continuing Education Computer Classes.

00871

01083
00353
00370
00388
00401
00416
00814
00452
00469
002n

00306
0004-4
00079
01 111
01125
00187
00208
01016
01095
01100
00495

ENGL 0100
ENGL 0100
ENGL 0310
ENGL 1301
ENGL 1301
ENGL 1302
ENGL 1302
ENGL 2336
ENGL 2342
ENGL 2342
GOVT 2301
GOVT 2302
HIST 1301
HIST 1302
MATH 0101
MATH 0101
MATH 0312
MATH 1314
PHIL 1311
READ 0100
READ 0100
SPCH 1315

The Internet Made Easy!
Texas A&M System

IntemetAw~Week
Has been ~xJended to Include

Nov. 15 & 17
And each Friday thereafter
l p.m. to 4 p.m.
S.R Collins Bldg., Rm. 203
For Faculty & Staff who have an
interest in using the internet inundergraduate education and research
RSVP - Jeanette Williams ext 2715

DewJlopmenral Wr,Mg

TWRF

Developmental Writing
Fund Gr Comp II
Composition I
Composibon I
Composition fl
Composition II
Intro Multicultural Lit
Introduction to Fiction
Introduction to Fiction
Na~. Sta, Local I
NaU, Sta, Local II
US to 1877
US Alter 1877
Developmental Math
Developmental Math
Intermediate Algebra
College Algebra
Intro Philosophy I
Developmental Reading
Developmental Reading
Public Speaking

TWRF
TWRI'
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TWAF
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TBA
TWRF
TWRF
TWRF
TBA
TWRF
TWRF

IZ:00 •1.30

TBA

9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00-12:00
9:00 ·12:00
9:00 -1200
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00-12:00
9:00-12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
12:00-1:30
TBA
9:00-12:00
9:00 -12:00
9:00 -12:00
TBA
12:00 -1 30
9:00 • 12:00

Dec. 19 - Jan. 12
REGISTER
By Phone (Returning Students)
Nov. 6-Dec. 13
535-3634 or 535-3635

On Campus
Dec. 11-13
for classes: Dec.13

HOUSTON COMMUNITY
COLLEGE SYSTEM
Houston Community College System does not discnmmate on the basis ol race, color, rellg,on, nalJonal ongin, sex age, or d1sab1/rty
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Celebrate and remember the past

By PAMELA WALLS
purpose of the convocation was "to buthealsoemphasizedwhatthestudents
approval" for quality in terms of teacher Panther Staff
celebrate and rememberour past." She should do for themselves. He said
education at Prairie View A&M - - - - - - - - - - - - also said the purpose of the event was to students should manifest a positive and
University." He is most pleased with
A graduate of Prairie View "remember the accomplishments of objective attitude, know their
the fact that PV AMU, " ...has met all A&M University was the guest speaker Prairie View as we move to the future." educational and objective goals, have a
eighteen standards, sixteen of them at the 1995-96 Homecoming
Bluitt said that Prairie View quest for knowledge and a social
without any weaknesses." Dr. Mehta Convocation held in the Hobart Taylor should create a student-friendly consciousness based on ethnical
believes the accreditation is so important Recital Hall Thursday, Oct. 26, 1995. environment, prepare students to be principles.
that he offers that, "This is the first time
Calvin Bluitt graduated from successful business owners, survive the
Bluitt said that Prairie View
in over twenty years that our graduate Prairie View in 1960 and is now the business world, and train students to be taught him to think and to be analytical.
programs have been accredited by president-elect of the Prairie View leaders at national and local levels so "If everyone took their responsibilities
NCATE." (Dean Mehta is an Alumni Association.
theywillbeabletobeprofessionaland seriously, we would have a better
experienced educator who has served
Before Bluitt spoke, Miss responsible in their society.
world." The University Choir and the
on and has chaired several NCATE Prairie View 1995-96, Kimberly
Notonlydidheexpresswhat Baptist Student Movement also
Board of Examiners teams for Williams told the audience that the Prairie View should do for the students, performed atthe convocation.
institutions throughout the country.)
Schools seeking NCA TE
Dr. M. Paul Metha
accreditation since the agency's 1989
. .
redesign are required to meet high
.
. _If 11_ 1s true _that colleges and standards in areas including quality of
umvemtJes hve or d1e on the basis of faculty and graduates, and program
the accreditations they hold, Prairie excellence. On-site visits, document
development, and the freeing of the experience of the march as
View A&M University may just be review, and accreditation decisions are By SHEREE TOLBERT
black liberation anny.
th
st
overwhelming. "Never have I felt so
around for a long time to come. On Oct. all carried out by professionals from the Pan er aff
"Behold -how good and comfortable, the feeling of true love,
16, ~rairie View A&M University education community, including - - - - - - - - - - - - pleasant it is for brethren to dwell
president, Dr. Charles A. Hines, teachers and teacher educators as well
Nearly 30Prairie View A&M together in unity. It was like standing brothers just walking up to you with a
hug," said Flynn.
received a Jetter from the National as education policy makers and school students left the "hill" on Oct. 13, in
at the gates awaiting admittance into
Throughout the march, there
Council for Accreditation of Teacher specialists. The standards require the five vehicles bound for Washington, the eternal paradise", said Montee
was such a spiritual peace. There were
Education(NCATE)informinghimthat school of education to formulate a to participate in the Million Man Withers, one of the participants.
many greetings such as "Hello my
PV ~ ~ joi.ned the elite numberof conceptual framework for each program March.
. .
Withers, a senior mechanical
500 msu~u~ns who are accredited by that is based on current and established
.
The c~pus orgamzation, engineering major, has joined brother", "excuse me my brother",
and none of the unfortunate typical
\he ~\a\.\on. \>'II AM\J is one o{ 40 researcn, and best practice. Students Nation~\ Coahtton of Blacks for
N'COBRA and is committed to responses that one usually hears.
colleges ~d ~hool_s educati~n ~ho and faculty are expected to be able to Reparauons (N'COBRA), s~nsored
learning more about his true history
have~1v<:<1e1thcnmtialorcontmwng articulate the framework. Students the ~vent unde,- the leadership of Dr.
So what if anything wn
and
the capabilities of the black man.
accre~1ta_t10n by NCATE's Unit should be able to explain instructional lman A. Obadele.
accomplished, what did I as well as the
urges more AfricanAcc~1tat1on Board at its most recent decisions from a base f k
led
Obadele said he was very glad Withers
.
meeting
o now ge th
Americans
to
do the same and once
·
.
.
about teaching and learning.
. e stu~ents were able to have an
brothers and sisters of this campus
they've
taken
in
that knowledge, it is
. Arthur E. Wise, President of
The point that offic'al t 1mpress1ve experience that dealt with
come
back with. I as well as the
~ Nal.!onal Coun:il For_A~reditation pyAMU are pleased about is ~at ~.if ~lilies. N'COBRAhas vowed to assist their responsibility to teach it to others. studentsl'vespoken withhaveretumed
0 TeacherEducal.!onsatdmaletterto thesixty-sevencollegesanduniv
Ellise Flynn, a freshmen
•tt·
m the follow up work of the march
the. PVAMU pres1'dent, "I am pleased whichhaveteachereducationprograms
ers1 es sueh as voter registration, economic, psychology major, described her with a dedication of Jove and peace to
be spread throughout PV's campus.
to mfo,rm y~u. of the Unit accreditation approved by the Texas Education
Board sd~1s1ontoaccredittheCollege Agency, fewer than ten are accred'ted
1
of
View A&M by the Nat'tona 1 Counctl
. for
U .Educauon
.
that Prairie
. .
mvers1ty at e irutial and advanced Accreditation of Teacher Education
levels. You are congratulated for (NCATE) within Texas" 'd D M
completing this professional endeavor." Paul Mehta.
' sai r. ·
Study indicates black girls mature
Dr. M. Paul Mehta, dean of
Ways to help youngsters avoid Smart Program offers jobs +
Dr. Joahanne Thomas-Smith
the Prairie View A&M University Interim Provost and Vice President fo; earlier
smoking
education
Houston-Black girls tend to
College of Education, expressed that, Academic Affairs, commented that
. Houston-Todiscourageteen
Houston
Colleoe
''The faculty, staff, and students have "Our earning accreditation under th~ have more muscle and bone mass by smoking, use three tactics: start early, undergraduates interested in biomedi;I
worked diligently for the past three new, more rigorous NCATE standards age 6 than do white or Hispanic girls. don't nag and "get them thinking."
careers can experience scientific
Preliminary findings ofa study
years to have the NCATE accreditation makes the university immensely proud
Parents can begin early to get research as a summer job.
reaffirmed. I congratulate them on a of our College of Education. The at the USDA's Children's Nutrition across the message about smoking's
The Graduate School of
job well done!" Dean Mehta further dogged determination of dean Mehta Research Center at Baylor College of dangers, said Dr. Larry Laufman of
BaylorCollegeofMedicinein
Houston
said, "NCATE is the only national and the faculty coupled with their Medicine in Houston indicate that this BaylorCollegeofMedicinein Houston.
sponsors
the
10-week
Summer
Medical
accrediting body for teacher education academic excellence made winnino trend progresses during puberty as black He advocates a family environment that
Research
Training
Program
in
which
0
girls mature at a faster rate, said Dr.
in this country. This is a "stamp of accreditation a sure bet."
encourages
open
discussion.
undergraduates
from
throughout
the
Kenneth Ellis.
"That may not stop them from U.S. get first-hand experience in
He believes this new
smoking, but it will pave the way for laboratory settings. Participants also
information on growth patterns may
honest
talk when the time comes," auend daily research seminars and other
INDuctmbla
p~ay a role in adjustingor"customizing"
Laugman said.
HarSlldo,ac.
educational activities.
dietary guidelines to meet the nutritional
..
"Ne~er,
never
nag,"
he
said.
0pen7Days
Participants receive salaries
needs of particular racial and ethnic
Harassment
1s
a
sure-fire
way
to
keep
and
funding
for transportation and
groups.
them smoking."
housing
is
available
for some students.
"It is important to know, for
Getting
youngsters
to
think
Inquiries
should
be directed
example, that black girls may need more
a?Dut
the
dangers
of
smoking
may
be
a
=--Slud■nla
to:
Dr.
Gayle
R.
Slaughter,
Graduate
DIMJDiacaunt
protein in their diet because they are
!Must 9low Student 0)
simple as a serious discussion or having School ofBiomedical Sciences, Baylor
developing muscle tissue and growing
10780 FM West 1960
them read a brochure.
College ofMedicine, One Baylor Plaza
.A.st East of b'eSRooo
at a faster rate," Ellis said .
"Even if the seed is only Houston, Texas 77030. The telephon~
7'13-9SS-tH94
planted, it's a start," Laufman said.
number is 713-798-5915.

N'CORBA participates in Million Man March
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Black History
More Than Just A Month At PV
Ebony Celebrates Fifty Years

Harriet Tubman called
reedom drive's 'Moses'

By BRIDGETT MCGOWEN
Black History Editor

Five decades ago, one man's
dream became a reality. John H.
Johnson, founder of Ebony, created a
publication that would celebrate African
Americans-their contributions to
society and their achievements worthy
of recognition.
During the month of
November, as the number one African
American magazine in the world, Ebony
is celebrating its fiftieth anniversary
with a pledge to continue its
" ...commitment to excellence and
diversity and equality," Johnson said in
the Nov. '95 issue of Ebony.
When Ebony was founded,
Nov. I, 1945, the African American
andCaucasianpopulationsofthe United

States were almost completely
segreS?ated. At that time in history, the
idea of an African American becoming
a prominent figure in society, such as John H. Johnson, founder, chairman, and CEO of Ebony MagaMichael Jackson or Emmitt Smith, was zine
hardly feasible.
The Freedom Movement peoplechangedalongwithit. Founded
"When I was growing up,"
Oprah Winfrey said in the latest issue of gained momentum in the late '50s and at the end of World War II and at the
Ebony, "Ebony was the only vehicle in early '60s in which there was struggle beginning of the desegregation process,
which you could see Black people in a to desegregate rail and bus the magazine is closely associated with
light that reflected who you believed transportation, lunch counters, public the major changes of this period.
yourself to be. Not who society told schools, hotels and motels. Often, Throughoutallofthechangesinpolitics,
you you were or were not. In Ebony, Ebony writers would risk their own rhythms, sights and sounds, Ebony was
you saw Black people who were safetyandbravethemenacingpresence there to chronicle them.
Children are often told they
powerful, who were doing things, who of racist sheriffs in order to bring
had homes I couldn't even imagine. firsthand accounts of the battle by candoanythingorbeanybody. America
And when you saw them, you would African Americans for racial equality. offers those opportunities and in its
The magazine's coverage of publication, Ebony provides visual
say to yourself: 'I want to be like that.'
I remember just eating the pages, really the civil rights movement culminated proofofthesuccessesthatareresultsof
just trying to spoon-feed every one." in 1963 during the famous March on takingadvantageofthoseopportunities.
Ebony is " ...a beacon in the
Ebony remind the African Washington. Publisher Johnson
American woman of her confidence dispatched his entire editorial force of night, giving us hope in the midst of
and ability to maintain a positive writers and photographers from the despair, showing us images of triumph,
outlook about herself and everything Chicago headquarters to cover Dr. and teaching us lessons about oddsshe did. The magazine made it clear Martin Luther King, Jr.'s speech of "I defying successes," said Rev. Jesse L.
Jackson in a recent issue of Ebony.
that African American women need not Have a Dream."
As Ebony evolved in an
This month's special issue of
be like anyone but except themselves.
"Companies created and sold editorial sense so did the methods of Ebony, commemorating its fiftieth
Nadinola face cream so that Black producingthemagazine. Ebonystarted anniversary, features writings by sue~
women coµld lighten their complexion by pounding out their articles on their distinguishedpersonsasMayaAngelou,
and reflect what was thought of as the trusted manual typewriters. Later they Bill Cosby, U.S. Sen. Carol Moseleybeauty of White women," stated Maya were replaced by faster electric Braunandotherstellingoftheirpersonal
Angelou in a recent issue of Ebony. typewriters which, in tum, gave way to experiences in the last fifty years.
"Ebony, to its great credit, is
"Then Ebony arrived in 1945 to tell us the personal computers that are still in
use.
more
than
doing its part," said former
that every inch of our skin was black,
Since
the
birth
of
Ebony,
the
President
George
Bush to Ebony. "It is
brown, beige, red, yellow, pink, and
nation
has
changed
and
the
American
leading."
beautiful."

Those whose shackles were too heavy
and could be tolerated no longer. Those
who could take no more whipping, no
more beating, no more raping, no more
lynching, no more cold-blooded
Think for a minute or two about the demonic murders at the hand of the
American dream and what it means to beast and his dream.
thosewhostruggletomakethatdream
Tubman crept through the
a reality. Then think again about backwoods of Dorchester County,
those who dwell on the opposite end Maryland with a trusty revolver and a
of the spectrum, and the dream crew of men and women who decided
transforms into a nightmare.
to take their destiny into their own
To win. To break free. To hands.
escape the nightmare you have to
Moses. An appropriate tit\e
fight the dream. To fight the dream for the b\ack goddess who \ead an
you must wake up. And to wake up underground exodus that began with
means leaving behind those who are her own escape 'm \Si\9 .
happy, sleeping, \i'lling the nightmare.
Wnat dt0'lle her to become a
Harrie\ 'Tubman, wno w
savior for the con,;,dous b\ac\\. bc\nY,
often rcfotTed \ as "M ,e ," \ed a 'ne\d
~:we '!
ere did
c\

y CHADWICK DAVIS
anther Staff

private as. ault on the Amcric n Mn:ngth'> Tubman was a
nightmare known as in titutionulizcd
slavery. Tubman came for chose who
could no longer endure the nightmare.

Im), ,tvut

See TUBMAN on page 8
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An outline of the path taken by Tubman and other slaves from
Maryland to Canada

Black History
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Tubman
Continued from page 7
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meant nothing when her people were in
bondage in I 850. The private war
against slavery was launched by the
short, stout black woman with the dented
skull.
Tubman rescued more than
300 people being held as slaves. She
led them into Canada, known to slaves
as the "promised land."
She would sing songs through
the midnight air alerting those slaves
whoknewthecode. "GoDownMoses"
and "Swing Low Sweet Chariot" were
two songs she would whisper on pale
moonlit plantation sites. The verses
carried, hitting the tender ears of those
who waited eagerly for the signal:

Homecoming '95
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LEFT: Prairie View's five drum majors high stepping at homecoming
ga?'e against Mississippi Valley State.

woman, with a dark complexion and
broad facial features. She maintained a
sleepy-intoxicated look of intensity with
her head wrapped in a turban.
Tubman described her
personal slavery experience as being
"the next thing to hell." At 16 years old
she stepped between an overseer and an
escaping slave. The overseer picked up
a two-pound iron weight and hurled ital
the fugitive slave, but it missed and
struck Tubman in the head.
She al mos I died from the blow
and suffered a permanent dent in her
skull. Some scholars believe the dent
caused constant pressure on her brain. Hail, oh hail, ye happy spirits,
She was bothered by "sleeping seizures"
Death no more shall make you
for the rest of her life.
fear;
Two or three times a day Grief nor sorrow, pain nor anguish,
during daily activities Tubman would
Shall no m?re distress you there.
slip into walking comas. During these
comas she would hear voices and see Around him are ten thousand angels,
bloody visions. She would recall the
Always ready to obey command;
horror of the MiddJe Passage experience They are always hovering around
as a bloody war with white oppressors. you,
Tubman developed a strong
Till you reach the heavenly land.
spirit and frequently spoke to God. She
felt as if God was her good friend and
talked to Him "as a man lalketh to
Tubman had mapped out an
mends." \\er white master thought she underground path of abolition and

BELOW: Models in intimate appa rel..

wascta:v;,anidea'tubmandi.dnotseek freedmen from Maryland to St.

to disturb.

Catharines, Canada. Ditches, mud An interptetation of the life-threatening escapes made by Tubman and slaves

~======================================

Tl!bman's
spiritualpresence
strength her
holes,
swamps
and barns
were home to ~
was paralleled
by a physical
crew
of freedom
seekers.

as well. Ac cheageof l'J she was strong
"Freedom or death" was their
enough to challenge the strongest man motto, there was no turning back.
on the plantation. In 1849, the voices Tubman would eliminate anyone who
inside her head told her, "Arise and be endangered the lives of her passengers.
free." Tubman ran away and settled "Deadni**erstellnotales;yougoonor
North. Her reaction to freedom was die," she would say to people holding
overwhelming. She said, "I looked at up the progress of the group. Her shiny
my hands to see ifl was the same person black revolver served as a motivator for
now I was free. There was such a glory slower foot-sore passengers.
over everything, the sun came like gold
To say Tubman was a strongthrough the trees, and over the fields, wined portrait of mother-earth with
and I felt like I was in heaven."
strength unparalleled and uncommon
However, lier exultation was valor does not do justice to the
short lived. She realized her freedom magnitude of her accomplishments.

Slavery was not a choice for her.
Freedom or death was Tubman's call
that still rings in theearsoftheAfricanAmerican community. The ideas of
self-determination, self-respect, and
self-<lefense kept her running through
the backwoods in order to make new
realities for herself and her people.
There are few who can challenge her
savvy and persistence. She was an
alarm for the American dreamer and
the timeless memory of her
consciousness lives through the ages.
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A Reflection on Black History
Bridgett McGowen

Som~times we may ~ nd
ourselves taking the accomphshments of past advocates ofracial
equality for granted.
Many fail to realize the
importance of the daring efforts
put forth by Harriet Tubman in
leading slaves to freedom.
Many fail to understand
that without the drive and ambition of such distinguished per-

sons as Malcolm X, Frederick
Douglass and W.E.B. DuBois,
the success of African Americans would not be at the present
level.
Socially, academically
and economically, African
Americans have made tremendous advances.
These advances allow
African Americans to get a grasp
on opportunities and become
competitive parts of the corpo-

rate world.
Our people experienced
beatings and lynchings and protests so our generation could
have power to live as equallycreated human beings. We must remember that
situations and conditions
changed and evolved because of
other people's efforts.
If we take more time to
reflect on the past, then we would
probably be more appreciative
of our black history.
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ABOVE: George Clinton's base player brings old-school Funk to a new
school crowd.
LEFT: Little people " kick it" at Homecoming too.
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By Gitonga M'mbijjewe
RIGHT: Models in fashion show

Homecoming '95
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By Gitonga M'mbijjewe
RIGHT: Prairie View's running

entitled Danger Zone only the
strong survive.

back gains yardage at game against
Mississippi Valley State.

By Gitonga M'mbijjewe
LEFI: Homecoming -· not all play
somebody had to work.
By Gitonga M'mbiijewe
BELOW: Prairie View's Marching
Storm performing in Homecoming
By Gitonga M'mbijjewe
parade.
ABOVE: Youngster exudes spirit at the Homecoming '95 game.

By Gitonga M'mbiilewe
LEFT: l'rairie View students and
alumni snowing scnoo\ s9irit at

bonfire on Thursday, Ocl 26.

By Gitonga M'mbijjewe
BELOW: Prairie View students
promising a drug free homecoming
by wearing red ribbons.

By Gitonga M'mbijjewe
ABOVE: Students "parlaying" in front of Alumni during homecoming week.

B, Marcus Ingram

ABOVE: George Clinton prepares for 3 • l/l hours of uacut funk.
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Guru speaks on his new album 'Jazzmatazz'

Tha Dog Pound
Album : Dogg Food
Produced by: Oat Aggin Daz
Executive Producers: Suge Knight and Dr. Dre
Label :Death Row Records/ Interscope
The scene is set in the smoke-filled Can Am recording studio (Dr
Dre's House) where some of the most wicked M.C.'s and vocalists in th
western hemisphere gathered Aggin Daz, Kurrupt, Rage, Nate Dogg, Mr
Malik, Michel 'le and a whole kennel ofother D.P.G.'s (Dogg Pound Gangstas
alJ adding a pinch of style to their recipe for "Dog Food".
"Respect", is the first single that was released from this CD and it'
been getting regular air play from the major Houston stations since Hallo wee
night when the album was released. "New York, New York" rocks a kind o
G-Funk sound, but surprisingly, was produced by D.J. Pooh, the kid who go
knocked out for asking for his bike in the movie "Friday." "Ridin', Slipin'
.Slidin '," is a jam that was made for those long road trips to the Casino in a "Bi
Burban" or just fippin' wherever. Its on the level ofU.G.K. 's "Front, Back an
Side to Side" but only smoother. "One By One," has that "boom bap" type o
beat that i usually heard in traditional hip-hop or east coast songs, nevertheles
Dai. and Kurrupt display their skiUs in the art of lyrical mathematics with a littl
M.C. subtraction. "SomeBomb Az.z P-y" is the song that wi\\ attract the lion'
share o\: attention because of \\'s \yri.ca\ content and wi\\ forever be a c\assi
"ghetto party" song like Bust Down's "Nasty B*@!$".
The song that heldmy attention the longest was "I Don't Like to Dre
About Getting Paid," which is a song about your average urban youth who see

easier and faster ways 10 make money than working for $4.25 an hour. Just lik
the other 16 songs on thi album. it was very well produced which is expecte
from any Death Row project. Daz made good with all of his efforts in th
production of this album and was al. o able to introduce his recently forme
production/management company named Emoni 's Music, which i named afte
hi daughter. Dr. Dre· music-making skills are fly as ever and will be seen f
into the new year on several Death Row projects. Overall, this album could b
comparably equal to Snoop' "Doggy Style" or even "Murder Was The Case'
because the same arti ts have put forth the same effort on Daz·sand Kurruupt'
solo album, so if you liked those two projects, you'll cut for this one, too !

by Thierry LeGoues
Hip hop rapper Guru in a promo~on picture courtesy of
EMI Records.

This is an excerpt from a CMJ people in their age group, and the
Music Marathon Keynote Speech people in their situations.
Rap and Hip-Hop are safety
Transcript by Guru on Sept. 8:
values. There would be no way to
I just want to vibe with ventilate our ~~ucial concern~ of
you guys and talk to you about the our commun1t1es; the tension.
imponance of rap music and what frustration, the climate of ghetto
it really means for the young life and street life.
These
people of today and O forth,
because right now there ' a Jot of
people viewing the music as
though it's just violent noi se.
That's one of the rea ons I do the
Jazzmatazz project to bring
generations together. to h o w ,
you know, that this music is a lot
more than people think.
The reason why a lot of
these rappers come out and talk
about street life so vividly and
sexual issues and all these things
so vividly is because what they are
our spokespersons for what's
going on in the community, the

politicians don't go to the ghetto.
They don't have to walk the streets.
Who puts the guns and crack into
the community; you know, what
I'm saying? Who hesitates to
comment on the government's
corruption, police brutality, and
other exi tent evils that rap and
Hip-Hop often make statements
about?
The attitudes reflected in
some rap should prove as warning
signals for those in a position to
help our communities and to do
something, not to cut our social
programs, not to stop encouraging

positive solutions to the state of
affairs in our social environments.
When so much of the music
industry, we as the artists, do not
control, how can we allow someone
to hear one or two black men's
point of view and label it as
'gangster rap' while so much
corruption, dishonesty and so forth
exists at the higher levels? Who
are the real gangster?
Rap is a billion dollar
industry, and it was started by when
DJs actually went out and plugged
in their turntables to the electrical
system that the city provided in the
parks. That's how rap started. They
plugged the stuff in, they took two
records with the same groove on it
and going back and forth to create,
you know, one groove, and from
there you have a rap music which is
a billion dollar industry now. And
I think that was ingenious, the way
they started it.
Music is a force from
above, it's a blessing, you
understand? Some people take it
and try to use it in wicked ways,
but that's not what it was meant
for, you know what I'm aying?
And like I said, that's why I come
out and do my thing in a positive
way. That's why you've got rappers
like KRS rappers like Public Enemy
speaking out militantly. There's
all different piece to the puzzle.
You might not say something that
she would say about the same
subject, but you guys might relate.
I live in New York City, I don't
Ii ve in St. Louis or Texas or South
Central Los Angeles, it's all
different. And that's what we' re
doing, we 're speaking out because
it's troubling times. It's troubling
times.

His royal badness, formerly known as Prince, releases new album 'the Gold experience'
By BURL HARRIS
Panther Staff

scenes. The album was debut-ready
for approximately two years before its
Sept. 26 release. It opens with "P.
The Artist Formerly K1101r11 as Prince Control," a song that promotes women
The gold experience
and all that they stand for.
NPG Records
"Shhh" is a ballad originally
Produced by The Artist Formerly recorded by Tevin Campbell for his
Known as Prince
1993album·'l'mReady." Thi updated
In 1993, it wa announced version by its composer is given new
that Prince was dead. That's not true, energy by an intro that is remini cent
of cour e, but given that Prince is no of ·'I Want to Be Free" by the Ohio
longer living. at least not under his old Player . The newer version makes
name, the gold e.1perie11ce is a versatile Campbell's rendition appear juvenile.
conglomeration of all the "decea cd"
··we March·· i a funk tune
geni us' many tyles - pop. funk. rap. that feature co-lead vocal by Nona
ballads. and sex.
Guye. the daughter of the legendary
The album consi t of 12 Marvin Gaye. This song urges those
tr.ack.s. nol incJudiog. lhc.. owltipJc _Qfslll JiJC.t <JJJ.d_st~e JQ .Jc.knowledge

the goal of equality sought by the
oppressed.
The album's first single, "The
Most Beautiful Girl in the World," is
re-recorded with new instrumentation.
The song was originally released
independently on Bellmark Records
last year.
"I Hate U," the second single
from the album, is one of the most
emotional ballads written since Purple
Rain 's "The Beautiful Ones" or Sign
O' the Time ''"Adore." Highlights of
The artist formerly known as Prince this song include a mock courtroom
fuses rock, hip hop, funk and soul scene in which a woman is accused of
on his new album the gold experi- "too many counts of heart-breaking in
ence.
the first degree."
"Now" is a bouncing party

romp that sounds a bit like Onyx's
"Slam" done "Prince" style. "Billy
Jack B.... " is one of the funkiest cuts
the man has written in years. It also
appears to be his attempt to combat al 1
the negative comments people have
directed against him. The song features
a groove and a horn arrangement that
dare you not to bob your head.
The gold experience is
dominated with a return to the guitar
sound. "Gold" is an epic-like track
which is an anthem in the tradition of
"Purple Rain". If you love his guitar
playing, "Shy" is an acoustic ballad
that will amaze with its wristy charm.
In essence, the gold
experience is one of the best efforts
from the artist in a long time.

Clinton and P-FunkAII-stars groove at homecoming
By BURL HARRIS
Panther Staff

Headlined by George Clinton
and theP-FunkAll Stars, the homecoming
concert elated many at the University
Fieldhouse on Oct 27 at 8 p.m..
Theconcert also featured Destiny
from Houston and Prairie View A & M
University's own Rapor and Magical Sol

Brothas.
Destiny, aquartetofladies whose
ages range from 12to 14,openedtheshow.
The group is from Houston, Texas and their
ages range from 12 to 14. Their two song
set included an up tempo hip-hop style
number and an emotive ballad.
Rapor perfonned two songs in
their set The duo has opened for several
entertainers including Mint Condition,
Zhane'' Aaron Hall, Ahmad, and U.G.K.
Theirdebutreleasetentativelytitled"Rapor
is Love" should be released by Dec. 7 says
mem'--CedricGocxhnan. Theyare-~y
LU
""6"''
awaiting the release of "Brotherly Love",
thefirstsinglefromthealbum. The album
contains six ociginal songs penned by the
group, along with four cover tunes in a
tributelosomeoftheirmusical heroes. The
Cllannel 12,
duo is planning to perform on
I ··
tau·
on the
a Beaumont
te evIS1on s on,
nd fN lo
wedce o ov. .
.
perfooned
Sol B ~
their
four songsmtherrset, whichmcl~ ash

entitled "Broke Hoes and Money Don't
Mix." The group recently perfonned at
theFunkyTownFunfest,aneventhosted
by PVthathighlighted variousrapgroups
from the Dallas/Fort Worth area. Their
style was described as an "underground
sound wilh an ~coast swing''..
,
But tt was George °:"'ton s
hybrid of funk and rock that excited the
audience. George animated the°"?wd as
hestonnedthroughextended versions of
uncut-funk classics.
George's set included P-Funk
(Wants lo Get Funked Up), Rashlight,
Give Up lheFunk (Iear the Roof Offthe
Sucker), Aqua Boogie (A

debutsingle''Yea"andaprospecuvesm

Psychoalphadiscobetabioaquadoloop),

~~

by Gitonga M'mbijjewe

Funkmaster George Clinton defiantly throws up his "One
Nation" sign to the baby dome crowd.
Maggot Brain, (Not Just) KneeDeep,Let's
Take It to the Stage, Atomic Dog, and
Mothership Connection. The event was
scheduledtoendat l a.m.butdidn'tofficially
end until after 2 a.m.
54-year-old Clinton recently
signed with Sony's 550 Music label. His
previous label, Paisley Parle. terminated its
servicesin early 1994. lrelabel washeaded
by the artist formerly known as Prince and
had minimal success in its nine-year-run.
,..,,_ton ~,,;d his "'-t release with
,...,m .....
w:,
Sonvwillbeanalbumten•~.:velvtitled'The
....,
·
Opera·
Awesome Power of a Fully
uve
Mot:hership [fAPOAFOM]." He said it
soould be released by the end of February

1996. Clinton said "Dope Dog", a Japanese
release, should be released heri in the state
within the next two weeks.
Members of Omega Psi Phi
stepped during Clinton's performance of'
Atomic Dog. Audience reviews of the
concert were positive.
Freddie Roberts, director of
Student Activities, was a coordinator for the
event
"I would venture that 1800 to 20'.X) tickets
were sold for the concert., " said Roberts.
However, Roberts says he lost between
$10,CXX> to $15,CXX> on the concert due lo
ticket sales. Roberts says people just didn't
show up or show support for the concert.
"I don't know ifit was lack of knowledge or
appreciation for old-school artists or ifit was
because it wasn't the usual rap or hip-hop
show."
Roberts believes he should have
also marketed the concert at radio station
whoseplaylistscoosistofrockmusic. Weeks
ago, before Clinton's PV appearance, he

I visits P
•
•
ng1neenn
Zephra C.

Freeman,

M.anagerofSmallB~ Programs
Texas Instruments, visited Prairie
View A & MUmveisity College of

at

EngineeringandAgriculturetopresent
aoontnlxrtion valuedatmorethan ten
thousand do)Jars. This WJ11 allow the
Computer Science Department to
upgra:1e to W'mdows software and lo
ooveiop lhe capibility for Micm<Joft
Object Oriented programming and

VisualBaciics.

.

sold out a Flocida stadium.
QaraGerard, sophomore,said the
showwasspecta;ular.'"1'\v!audieocehasso
much school pride. And the perfocmers did
a nice job," said Gerard.
Evette Johnson, sophomore,
believes the event was a reunion for PV's
a1wnru·. "PY has a lot of talent," says
Johmon,"anditsgood[that]studentscame
out and suwa,ted their own groups like
Magical SolBrothas and Rapor."

by Tom Godwin
7.t{lllraC.F-.-....rcfSmll

...._....._,..n.._..a

ID1>J.
U
C st Randy 'Wlllfllbr

lli(lcf 9'1lA'MMl!ml,ry
CW,W,, .,,,_ of ffAMU C
~

fta

--,ManmW.eow.swfrlllTidoa.

According to Freeman.
'T~ Insuuments l'l1J h!IS ~wen
y
mde a,.sincere ca:nmirmed to
See CHIPS on page 19

------------------~~~~======9

Top
tlp!L .,.

1O. You Remind Me of Something .......................... R. Kelly

Persuasion (Spc 3223)
mwf 10:00-10:50 am
Spring Term '96

9. Fantasy····································· .......... ·········· Mariah Carey

new course offering

8. Runaway .................................................... Janet Jackson
7. Who Can I Run To? ............................................ Xscape

• EARN EXTRA INCOME *
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing travel
brochures. For information send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to: lnc-1,
P.O. Box 1354, Miami, FL 33160-1354
RATES & POLICIES: $2.00 for the first 15 words, 10 cents for each additional
word per run. Must be paid in advance. There are NO refunds. ~he Pant~er
reserves the right to refuse advertising that it judges to prom~!~ violence, illegal
activity, is demeaning In character or could possibly harm or miure any of our
constituents.
FOR STUDENTS ONLY!
TO PLACE~ N), CALL (a) 857-2132 BETWEEN 8AM ~D 5PMI

6. Anything ..................................................................... 3T

5. Love U 4 Life ........................................................ Jodeci
4. Hooked On You ........................................................ Silk

3. Too Hot································································ Coolio
2. Exhale (Shoop Shoop) ......................... Whitney Houston

1. One Sweet Day ............. Mariah Carey and Boyz II Men
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All-Male Experience '95 a success at PV
start with God as the sourceofall power,
encourage, enlighten and empower our
then eventually all things will work
young males on Prairie View's
themselves out, generation after
campus."
generation, through us as human beings,
Dr. E. Thurman Walker, pastor of
Worship, praise, and lectures Antioch Baptist Church in San Antonio, male and female."
Jackson also gave an extended
reinforced this year's theme of was the guest speaker Sunday night.
"Brothers, Hand in Hand: Shaping Our His thesis was "lt's Hammertime," lecture about culture and the power of
Agenda for the 21st Century" at the which he said meant a time for students knowledge. "When you change a
second annual All Male Experience to get active in their community and people's culture, you change the way
they think, the way they act, the way
(AME)Sunday, Oct. 29 through education.
they
behave," he said.
Tuesday, Oct. 31.
Walker also discussed three points
In
conclusion, Jackson offered his
AME '95 was sponsored by the of success: to have a plan, to not be
views
about the Million Man March.
Johnson-Phillip All Faiths Chapel, and fearful, and to fight for the things that
He
said
it was the most moving
each night a different topic relating to are right, and not for one's self.
experience
of his life.
the theme was presented by guest
"His message was inspiring,
Jackson
was awarded a plaque for
speakers.
informative and invigorating," said
being
a
motivational
speaker at the
"The mission of this All Male Lewter.
AME.
Experience is to be a worship/workshop
The second night featured Frank
Michael Jordan, Michael Jackson,
experience," said Charles Lewter, dean Jackson, director of student initiatives,
Clarence
Thomas, Mike Tyson, O.J.
of the chapel. "That is to say that we as the guest lecturer. He said students
Simpson,
Are
You Next?" was the topic
convene in the fall semester to must have God in their lives. "If we
of the third night' s panel discussion.

By DEREK BOYD
Panther Staff

The guest speakers were Geoffrey
Mathis, member of the Omega Psi Phi
fraternity, and PV professors Dr. BJ.
Freeman of the Banneker College, Dr.
Imari Obadele of political science, Dr.
Freddie Frasier of mathematics, and
Dr. Janice Beal of psychology.
Each panel member gave specific
views on how he or she viewed the
topic.
"There is nothing wrong with being
different," said Mathis, "because when
you're different, you stand out, and
when you stand out people take notice."
Obadele said that "the United States
government is the enemy of black
people."
Freeman said that the mind is too
precious to abuse, too beautiful to
misuse, and too sacred to lose.
Beal said there is greatness in each

one of us and that those listed in the
panel's topic "became great people
because of their success instead of who
they were as individuals."
When the panel was asked how to
get more instructors to become teachers,
Frasier said we need to learn how to
mix with people, and we must work on
philosophy.
Senior mechanical engineering
major Edwin Lloyd, who attended the
panel discussion, said the positive
influences taught were superb. "I
strongly feel that it did not reach the
students that it needed to reach, such as
those students who disrespect our
females, trash our dorms and disrespect
each other."
Lewter said that the attendance this
year was better than last year's.

Jazz vocalist pays tribute to jazz great Carmen McRae
Gillespie.
Rubin affirms that the
"I'm Glad There Is You" origin and depth of her artistry and
was inspired by the selection characteristics have earned her the
Vanessa Rubi.n, jazz. "lnsideA.Si\entTear,"alovesong reputation of a young singer
voca\ist and musi.ci.an, ad'lances 'm which Rubin became fond of after destined to join the ranks of McRae
her career with the release of "I'm hearing McRae perform it some and two other legendary jaz.1.
G/adTherels You,"herthirdalbum time ago.
songstresses Ella Fitzgerald and
on Novus/RCA. The album pays
Sarah Vaughn.
tribute co Carmen McRae, who she
Rubin notes that this tune,
Rubin broadens audience
credits as one of her earlier which is typical of McRae's appeal with Burt Bacharach ' s
influences.
material, is seldom covered by other "Alfie" and "Speak Low" by Kurt
artists, and holds to the standard of Weill and Ogden Nash as these
This project follows "timeless classics."
tunes feature guests Grover
"Pastiche," her second release on
Washington, Jr. on soprano and
thelabel,andherdebutalbum " Soul
Simultaneously, Rubin tenor sax and guitarist Kenny
Eyes," cited as one of the best recorded "No Strings Attached," Burrell.
albums of the Ravinia Jazz Festival her original c_ontribution to the
Having performed in many
in Chicago, and played a tribute, serving as an example of jazz clubs and concert halls
monumental role in a Bebop one type of tune she has enjoyed throughout the world, Ruben has
adaptation of the opera "LuLu," listening to over the years: "long enjoyed international acclaim. She
directed by trumpeter Jon Faddis, songs with double entendre-a is driven by her sp1rit as she
and featured the music of Dizzy blend of cynicism about love and continues her evolution as a
life."
vocalist.

By TRA ISHA WALLA CE
Panther Staff
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Mr. and Miss Prairie View A&M University 1995-96
.Kimberly Williams and Donald J e ~ entering the ball

The models of S.N.O.B.S pose for pictures in the
finale scene.

PV fashion trends showcased
By ANN HARVEY
Managing Editor
Fashion, fun, and flare were
all elements of the 1995 Homecoming
Fashion Show held in the Baby Dome
on Wednesday, Oct. 25 at 7:30 p.m.
The show, entitled Danger
Zone: Only the Strong Survive,
featured the models ofSociety Notices
Our Beautiful Smiles (S.N.O.B.S.)
and made for an evening filled with
elegant surprises in fashion and lots of
laughs.
The opening scene gave the
audience a taste ofsome trendy fashions
that can be seen here on Prairie View's
campus and abroad. Models adorned
the stage with various types of
comfortable everyday wear, and
seemed to show that being comfortable
doesn't mean you can't be fashionable.
The scene that followed,
consisted of various types of 90's garb
with a hint of hip hop flavor. Hats to
the back, sunglasses accompanied with
new wave and R&B hip hop music
gave the presentation an added twist.
Next came the lingerie. The
presentation was a sight for sore eyes,

as models sensually walked the runway
with wide ranges of intimate apparel.
The models wore silk and floral
nightgowns and boxer shorts which
were compliments of Victoria Secrets.
Models teased the audience with
dramatic poses and suggestive walkabouts making the sexy illusion a
success.
Prairie View sophomore
Natalie Andrews helped entertain the
crowd during intermissions as she sang
OletaAdams' "IJusthadtoHearYour
Voice" and Brownstone' s " I Can't
Tell You Why".
Next came the formal ,
business and coat presentations. The
models of S.N.O.B.S effectively
modeled various clothes sponsored by
Palais Royal, Macy's Department
Store, DJ's, GAP, Wilsons Leather,
Oshmans, and Contempo.
Featured models were
Stephanie Collins and Lawrence
Wallace, both whom plan to have
develop modeling careers.
Keisha Brown and Tyrone
Wright, director and co-directorofthe
show, offer thanks to Nichelle
Haymore, Alzo Slade, Stephanie
Wyatt, and Trendard Blanks.

Queen's Ba 11 in Dome a success
By PAUL MASfERSON
Panther Staff
The annual Queen's Ball was held
Wednesday, Oct. 25 in the University
Fieldhouse to honor those women and
men who represented their
organizations or classes as queens and
kings.
This year's ball had the theme
"An Evening of Tropical
Enchannnent", and was
hosted by Benjamin Fullmighter and
Umekia Johnson. The ball was a gala
event

that

featured

special

performances by Todd Thomas, the
Baptist Student Movement, and the
Classic Dance Ensemble. Fae Nash,
Montie Winthers, Carlena Lewis, and
Andre Pitre also sang.
The
introduction of organizational queens
and kings followed with a lovely
procession. Each young lady wore
floor length fonnal gowns and were
esconedbytheir beaus. The procession

was followed by a tribute to Donna runner-up. Both ladies wore matching
Tomlinson, Miss Prairie View A&M purple gowns with beaded gold tops.
University 1994-95. Tomlinson, the
Once the court were in place, trumpdS
first international student to win the sounded for the guests of honor to make
Miss Prairie View title was honored for their grand appearance on the floor. Miss
her many accomplishments as a student and Mr. Prairie View A&M University
and during her reign.
Kimberly Williams andDonaldJennings
After all the outer court were came on the floor with applause from the
introduced, the Royal Court made their audience and their court.
appearance on the floor. The
Williams wore a floor \ength satin
representatives from the classes made white gown with a train draping in the
their appearance on the floor followed back while newly crowned Mr. Prairie
by Prairie View's first lady, Veronica View Donald Jennings \ooed wOle ~
Hines along wi\h other digruuuics from black tuxedo as he escon.ed Williams
the faculty, Slaff, and administration.

The Miss and Mr. Prairie View Court

entered the floor Miss Prairie View 1st
runner-up Rahsaan Patterson, who was
3rd runner-up at the recent Miss Black
Hall of Fame Pageant was esconed by
Mr. Prairie View manager, William
Young. Andrea Parks, 2nd runner-up
to Miss Prairie View was escorted by
Seth Howard, Mr. Prairie View 2nd

by Uitonga M'mbijjewe

Prairie View A&M University's Navy ROTC
participate is in Queen's Ball activities.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)* You are in a very odd position this month. You
need to revaluate your friends and what they mean to you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) This holiday proves to make you a better person. Apply
your renections on your relationship with others. You'll see a dramatic change.
LIBRA (Sepl 23-0ct. 23) You and your mate are in love, remember that ; The
romance is fading . Re-kindle that name.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Sex isn't the basis of a relationships. Try and find
out if this person can arose my intellect as well as you loins.
CAPRICORN ( Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Midtenns proved that hard work can and will pay
off. Apply this to your relationship.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Stop the insanity! Go to a professional and find out
what's wrong with you body. The longer you wait the worse it'll get.

down the rose pelaled aisle.

In their positions on stage, bodJ
.Williams and Jennings received their
scepter.and pin signifying !heir reigns as
Miss an°d Mr. Prairie View A&M
University 1995-96 were official. The
two then danced the traditional queen's
waltz which was concluded with a
reception and dance afterward.

Vanessa Rubin

0

H

by Gitonga M'rnbijjewe

by Gitonga M'mbijjewe

PISCES (FEB. 19-MAR. 20) Things in your life are very crazy now but there's a
better tomorrow waiting for you in the future.
ARIES (Mar 21-April 19) Find out what makes you happy and do it. Your
unhappiness has made you fall into a depressed state beyond return.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) The moon is in it's third rotation; You and your mate
are bound for happier times.
GEMINI (May 21-June 21) The week promises to be filled with intimate nights of
splendor; stop auguring and let go.. and GO FOR IT.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) This is the time that all good things don't happen to
you. Be prepared for some type of disappointment.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Your life is full of unnecessary people. Eliminate those
who bother you and life will be sweeter.

by Gitonga M'mbijjewe

S.N.O.B.S seen here in a striking, sexy pose in the lingerie
scene.

The Panther would
like to thank the
Transportation
Department for
assistance in the
publication of the
paper.

by Gitonga M'mbijjewe
A dancer entertains the audience with a

solo at the Queen's Ball.

Nails-Nails-Nails
Full-Set
Refill
Manicure

$20.00
$19.00
,$ 8.00

Hair Tech
31315 .FM 2929

Waller Village
(713)372-9919
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Your love is like the moon
Floating through the heavens
With beauty irradiating constantly.
With each moonbeam falling
like a soft tender kiss,
I'm hopin.g that one mill fall on me.

be.

.And gazing at the moon
In all of it 's splendor
Only reminds me of you and me.

:• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••.
:
:

:

Fulfilling me like no one else can.
11ecause you ·re a goddess,

'Io :You 1(now Wfio :You .91.re

•

•

aoes

•
:
:

'Wfiat
it t~
to mak!, you realize
tfi.at 1 sti{{ fiurt insiae
that every time I see you
mg inner self cries
'.BoUamf
vociferous
I aon 't give a aamn
ifyou
t Cove me
the fact you wanted me arouna

;

'fllflS ert!!'l9.i to ~

One quarter of your love
Is all that is needed
To make my longing heart run full.
Rnd a crescent frown
.Anytime that my love would.
Eclipse from me my heart,
Eclipsing a torn soul,
making me almost less than a man.
Three quar ters of my life
ls mb.a\. you have become;

•
:

aon

1

me satisfo,£

• kuf al{I fUJ now

•
Rn eternal goddess of beauty to me . : is sit ana wontfer
my heavenly beloved;

Beaming royal brilliance
Rs you glide through the night,
Parading for ev'ryone to see.

: If tomorrow is tfie day I ena it a{(
•
: or was tfiat yesterday

: film£ tliis is lie{{
•• !4.na you
So see starlight, star bright;
•
That it is not the stars
: you coufa care fess
That I gaze upon these smeet, tender
: witli your pfay fie{Cos 's
nights.
•• wfiat does it t~
Cause I wish that I may ,
•
Yes I mish that I might
: to makf, you realize
Gaze upon my moon all of my life .
: tfiat tomorrow's tfie 10 mil{wntli day in 1995
•• .Jlnci I '{[ stil{Jiurt inside
ror moonlight, my moon bright
Is the only such moon
That I will ever want in my life.
Today wishes are vain,
Rnd vain would be my life
If my beloved moon leaves my sight..

By DeJuan

Sports

lmbttton

R Lunar Love Affair

Each phase of the moon
Is a friendly reminder
Of the moman you have turned out to
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•
•• cry
: fee{ tfie pain
•
: fet me k,now you fee[ tlie same
: no it 's not enougfi to say you care
:• I get more feeCing in my feft fr.ana
: 'Damn wliy cou{an 't you 6e a man
: 'We cou[a fiave been fiommies, nigga 's,
: what tfie fie{[ eva '
•
•• .Jlna tomorrow 1995
: I 'rf neverfee{ tfi.is pain inside

•
••

:

:
•
••
:
:
:
:
:
:
••
••
•
:
: all about. pou~ tnnoctntt ts
•• my tnta:kntss pout tpts mdt
• mp bta:tt pout smilt brings mt
to my kntts, anb tlJt
.s-ounb ot your t>otct makts
it barb tot mt to bttatl:Jt,
tnill J?OU tt>tt unbttstanb
tlJat 11ou art all tr.,at t
nttb, tnttlj mp onlp purpost
in lift ts to stt tl)at
you att pltastb, no man
ts tnortljy to cast bis
sigbt on 11out cbatm, btaUtJ?
anb gract, 11out fot>dJ?
t)!ts 11out gtntal toucb
11out tuatm sm tlt anb J!OUt
: tabtant fact, tbt obbs att against
: mt tot tlJtp stanb bigb a:nb
: tall, but fot pou i climb tbt
: btgbtst mountain statcb tot tbt
: fattlJtst stat, swim tlJt bttptst sta,
: btcaust in my btatt you
: ttmatn my btstinp, until pou
• art mint i'U conttnut to kttp boping
! a:nb
: tnisbtng, for 11ou art mort
: than an obstsston pou att
: mp a:mbitton.
••
•

.... .............................. •·······
_

'1!1 btatt ttits as a lab)!
;ffl)? minb bi-tams as a cbilb,
;fflJJ soul lacks lout so as a
1lotntt it gi-otns tuilb,
1ttars art no mott tr,an
rain btops so emotions btcomt
my umbrella, but emotions
alont can't tuitf)stanb
tbt sbowtts ot lout combtntb
tuttl:J obstssions tttacbttous tntatbtt ,
anb so t btttt as a
bott1t in tbt sta, tuonbtt ing
botu long must t cattJJ
tljts note of tcstas)J, mt?
soul btgtns to burn anb ttutnklt
Itkt slow wtnt, tot your lout ts ltkt
~tla:ntis i
knotu it's out tbttt but
ytt it's so barb to
tinb, time ts of tbt
tsstnct anb tt Sttms 1ikt
t'm runn tng out, tnttr., mJJ
mtnb bttfting as a cbtlb
not knowing tubat foilt is-

PV's intramural program
makes steady improvements
By ELBERT ADAMS
Panther Staff
Volleyball, aerobics, and
swimming. Whatdothesesportshavein
common? They are just a few of the
sports offered in the intramural sports
program.
The program isoneofthemany activities
sponsored by the department of Health
and Human Perfonnance at PV. In the
past several years, the intramural sports
program has grown in popularity among
the students on campus.
The program is designed for
those students who don't participate in
any of the official athletic programs on
campu . Catering to both male and
females alike, the program is coming off
a successful season from last semester.
Last semester included the Intramural
Basketball Competition in which male
and female teams competed for the
championship in their division
Coach Ron Burgess, director
of the program, says that this semester
has been successful. He said that there
are plans in the works for tournaments
geared toward the freshmen."In addition
to our regular programs, we plan to offer
a domino tournament or something to
that effect for freshmen so they can meet
classmates on an annual basis," said
Burgess.
Burgess also said that to
alleviate weekend boredom, the gym has
been opened on designated weekends so

When asked about what goals
the program has accomplished, Burgess
said that the department has received
weightlifting equipment donated by
Texas A&M. "Now I am working with - - Mr. [Darius] Starr so we can get a place
to set up the weights." "Hopefully by
Spring or Fall 1996, we will find a place
to set it up." Starr is the president of th!
Student Government Association.
Another topic on the agendai!
starting a softball league. "We want tc
get 80-90 percent of the student5
involved," said Burgess, " I want to
highlight softball in the spring."
Withthesoftballteam,Burgess
wants to have competitions against other
teams and have the winning team
represent Prairie View at softball games
against other schools.
With an increase in the
program'sbudget,Burgesshasbeenable
to hire more students for the program.
He also said that the soccer field is now
open at night and anyone interested in
playing soccer is welcome to go and
play.
Two upcoming events are
being highlighted with the program this
semester. Oneis the annual Flag Football
Championship to be held Nov. 15. The
other event is the Thanksgiving Hoop-ItUp Basketball Tournament sponsored
by Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
By Gitonga M'mbijjewe
Burgess also wants to inform Prairie View's Panther football player makes a big tackle in the homecoming game against Mississippi Valley.
anyone who is interested in participating ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===
on the softball team to contact Derrick

students could play basketball and Douglas at 8S7-5024.
racquetball.

Plummer has high ho~
for upconnng· basketball season
.I:'__,
By PAUL MASTERSON
Sports Editor

unable to compete in post- season play. Division I ruling, TSU men's basketball
' TSU was apparently punished team will be ineligible to defend their
because

their

track team didn't men's championship or advance to the

Now that the football and volleyball participate in the number of required NCAA Tournament, whichatlastyear's
teams are about to end another season track meets last season. Under NCAA tournament they lost to Arkansas 78of conference play, basketball is now

79.

moving into the limelight, with the
teams lacing up their shoes and going
onto the hard court of the William Nicks
Building (the Babydome).
With hopes of breaking a season of
disappointments, the men's basketball
team will have to getofftoastrongstart
and learn quickly if they are to set their
mark in the conference play this year.
This season, the team's
chances of placing in the top five are
good since the defending SWAC men's
By Gitonga M'mbijjewe
Prairie View's cheerleaders take time for a quick snap shot before the champion and perennial powerhouse
homecoming game.
Texas Southern University wi11 be

APARTMENTS
1. Property Managers
2. Maintenance Personnel
3. Make Ready
4. Landscaping
S. Fitness Trainer/Activity Coordinator

CONSTRUCTION
1. Architecture-Engineering
2. Customer Relations-Advertising
3. Construction Superintendents/ Analysts

Send Resumes. No phone calls
Wilmic Ventures, Inc.
Personnel Department
P.O. Box 187
Prairie View, =rexas 77446-0187

Sports
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Panther Puzzle Corner

Career Opportunities -- Growing demand for college graduates
(NAPS)--There's a growing
demand for engineering, accounting
and financial professionals and those
trained in infonnation technology systems (ITS). However, achieving longtenn success is more complicated than
just getting a good job.
To achieve success you need
aptitude, good fortune and effective

career planning. The first two are beyond your control. Career planning is
something you can influence. Consider
these strategies:
--Know the structure. Establish realistic career goals after you do some research about position levels of responsibility in the field, experience and training required and logical alternative ca-

reer paths.
--Establish goals--bolh long term and
intennediate goals which will logically
lead to the fulfillment of long-term objectives.
--Assess you current position. Where
do you stand now? Are you getting
enough experience and expanding crucial responsibility levels?

INSTEAD OF THE MOVIE OF
THE WEEK, MAY WE SUGGEST
THE MOVIE OF THE YEAR?

--Assess need exposure. Define the
exact elements of new experience
needed.
--Develop a plan of action. To get new
exposure may or may not involve a
change in employment, redirecting your ·
career or an industry shift.
--Implement a plan of action. Don't just
To establish realistic career
think about what to do. Act on it in a goals, do some research on wha1
reasonable
time kind of jobs are out there, who's
making top dollar and who's payframe.
ing them.
--Evaluate the results
and take corrective
a new employer. The right time to move
action, if necessary.
is often at the point where you are ready
Are you getting the
to take on the next level of responsibilexperience you need
ity and where there is littleorno opporand gaining in respontunity to be promoted within you~
sibility? Is your curpresent organization. Avoid too much
rent job conducive to
job hopping, which can make prospecprogress. If your gains
tive employers reluctant to hire you.
don't measure up to
Only accept jobs you can envision two
your plan objectives,
it may be necessary to years sustained growth at.
To find out who is making the
"recycle" the career
money and where, call for the 1996
plan and go back to
Computer Salary Survey, The Engithe beginning step.
neering Salary Survey or the AccountTiming is a crucial
ing and Finance Salary Survey. For free
factor when making a
change--within the copies call 1-800-840-8090, ext. 135 or
same company or with contact Source Services Corporation
on
the
Internet
at
Tnfo(a)SourcesSVC.Com.
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NPR
continued from page 3
Carol Means.
The audience was welcomed by Dr.
Millard Eiland, Communications
Department head. Diana Fallis-Paige,
associate professor, presided. The
history of the station was provided by
Larry Coleman. A statement from the
general manager of KPVU-FM, Dr.
Lori Gray, who was not in attendance,
was read by Carol Means. Means also
gave a speech on "Diversity in the 21st
Century". Closing remarks were

provided by President Charles A. Hines
who cut the ribbon attached to the
satellite disk-symbolizing the start of
the KPVU-NPR relationship.
This new union with NPR will not
affect normal programming of KPVUFM. More programs will be added to
the weekend schedule. All Things
Considered, Talk of the Nation, Car
Talk, and various music programs are
among the programs that will air on
KPVU.
"NPR is just as big as NBC, CBS, or
ABC; the only difference is that NPR is
a non-commercial affiliate, so it is able
to devote more time to providing
listeners with vast amounts ofnews and
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Photos by GC&M
The cake for the celebration of NPR joining with KPVU .
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all dindions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Back
Break
Clear
Cut

Fire
Holy
Jerk
Lime

Poly
Rain
$alt
Shear

Tide
Under
White

Texas Ag Extension Brief

Shop for Christmas
without ever leaving home by
catalog shopping. It is the best way
to beat the holiday rush, but in
order for Christmas gifts to be
delivered on time they must be
ordered soon. Most catalog companies tell you four six weeks for
delivery so you have to plan ahead.
Take into account that Christmas is
an exceptionally busy time for mail
order companies and the delivery
services.
Catalog shopping allows
you the convenience of ordering at
any time of the day or night right
from the comfort of your own
home. You need to read the fine
NPR representative Sidney White ,center, talking with I tor Dr. Ronald print to make sure you don't have
D. Boyd, professor of engineering, George Thomas, general manager,
any surprises when the bills come
KTSU 90.9 FM, and Dr. Edward W. Martin, dean of the College of Arts in.

- --

and Sciences.

Be aware of the saJes t.ax and the
fees for shipping and handling. It ls
also bard to know if you are getting
and giving a quality item. The
return policy is usually a clue. The
better the policy, the more the
company cares about good quality
and service.
For additional informa•
tion, contact Nora Hodges, Waller
County Extension Office (409) 826-

8533.
The Texas Agricultural
extension Service conducts educa•
tional programs that serve people
of all ages, regardless of socioeconomic level, race, color, sex religion, disability, or national origin.

,.
I YES,

Notice
Effe~tive Monday,
Nov.13, 1995, the
office of Human
Resources, currently located at
Hilliard Hall, roo
206, will be located
in the W.R.Banks
room 122.

I

Chips

continued from page 10

HOOP DREAMS, THE TV PREMIERE. The Oscars~\
missed it. Don't make the same mistake. AiringWednesday, Nov.
On your PBS station.

ls.Tl

IF PBS DOESN'T DO IT, WHO WILL?
By Gitonga M'mbiijewe
Prairie View Panther running back runs the ball past two
Mississippi Valley's line men.

Funding provided by Chrysler Corporation, The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

HBCU [Historically Black Colleges
and Universities] to jointly develop
technical capabilities and transfer
technology." He further indicated that,
"Our strategy is to assist PY AMU in
their strategy to develop quality
engineers. Through Tl's commitment
to HBCU, it is our intent to have access
to the country's best engineers and
other professionals."

YES, I would like to subscribe to
THE PANTHER.
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Viewpoints
'We make time for the things that are important to us'

Candice Y. Clay
Editor-in-Chief
There's something odd about
history. If you fail to study it, you're
likely to repeat it -- its good parts and
bad.
African-Americans
especially, do not p~sionately study
our history. We should listen to and

leamfromoureldersmoreoften,instead
ofthinkingeverythingthatishappening
to us is new and that our situations are
all unique.
I am guilty of this just like
most other people. I find myself
constantly saying, "I don't have time to
sit and listen - there are million other
things that are more important that I am
neglecting or I'm still young and I have
plenty of time to listen later." I am not
saying this because I feel I am so
important and so busy; I just know that
we make time for the things that are
importantto us and our history has not
beenapriorityinmylife.
I recently attended a
committee meeting for the Prairie View
Hall of Fame. I really did not wantto be
there. I really wanted to be in my office

parlaying with my friends Ann and
Stephanie. After I settled in, I decided
I might as well make the best of it. I
listenedandactuallylearnedsomenew
things from the discussion.
What I heard was not as
important as what occurred to me by
just observing my surroundings and
thinking.
I've missed num ero us
opportunities to learn more about my
ancestry-- opportunities that will never
be presented tomeagain.Alllhad todo
was take a little time to listen. Take for
example my great grandfather. He was
amanwhotalkedconstantly. Weashis
family found his talking humorous, but
no one saw the link he represented for
our family -- back to the time of slavery
and possibly even beyond that. I view

the death of my great grandfather as
being equivalent to a large library
burning to the ground and the loss of
volumes upon volumes of history.
When we don't take the time
tolistenwecouldbeneglectingsomeof
the most important lessons in life. By
telling my self that I'm still young and
will have plenty of time later. ltend to
forget thattomorrow is not promised. I
overlook the fact-- sometimes not until
it is too late -- that while I'm rushing to
do this or just lying around doing
nothing, the clock is ticking and my
time is getting short.
Iunderstandthatinacapitalist
society in order to reach the top you
must climb hard and fast but have you
ever slowed down enough to think that
if you just take a minute to listen you

might get clued in on a short cut.
Butlisteningisonlyonestep.
We must record our history so that
others can learn from it as well.
"Roots" by Alex Haley is an excellent
example of a family who took the
time to talk, time to listen and time to
record. By passing information in his
family, Haley was able to trace his
ancestry all the way back to the original
descendants of Africa.
As African Americans, we
can establish ourselves in America if
we better establish our history. We
could eliminate some of the
complaints about how we are
portrayed in history if we take the
time to write the history books our
selves.

Time is of essence; use it wisely
concept to the extreme.
For those who toostie-rolled
once too many, my prayers are with you
and I hope your homecoming experience was one that you will learn from in
your years to come at PY.
Yes, PY is notorious for throwing the best parties, and I must say I've
been to my share, but for some odd
Ann Harvey
reason it's getting really old. Now, don't
Managing Editor
get me wrong, I'm not the one to sit in
Homecoming is over and the my room and abuse the cable. I try to
reality that final examinations are support activities on campus when I
approaching hits you like a ton of can, but there are only so many parties
bricks. The semester is coming to a you can go to.
Have you ever sat back and
close and you're still recovering from
thought
about
how much time you spend
those late- night and early- morning
in
a
party
compared
to the time you
parties. What do you do ? Pray, and
open
those
highpriced
books you
pray hard.
bought
from
the
bookstore?
I have, and
Homecoming is a time for
it's
scary.
Sometimes
I
wonder
do stukickin' it and having a good time,
dents
realize
how
important
this
time is
granted, but some of us took it this

in our lives. This time will never
come again. Focusing your time and
energy on things that will benefit you
in the long run will be an asset to your
development beyond Prairie View's
campus.
Yes, there are those of us
who have mastered the art of partying, but you can only do that for so
long. Being able to think, reason, and
make wise educated decisions about
things will always be in your favor.
So instead of going to that
house party in Ranch Country, or to
Houston for college night at a club ,
do something that requires more than
30 brain cells .
College is the drawing board
for your future. Make your plans carefully, because when the party is over,
you'll be left there wondering where
your ride went.

Homecoming, an enjoyable experience
)ear Miss Clay:
I like to subscribe to the
>anther. I am a strong supporter of
>rairie View A&M all the way. I am
ending you a money order for $13.
\.lso, I would like to tell you (that) I was
ery, very impressed with homecoming
ctivities on Saturday. I was there and
t felt real good to be there where
verybody was together and enjoying
e game. This is real good to see
lfrican-Americans together, because I
man African-American male, myself.
Thank You,
Will Murray

Mr. Murray,
Thank you for your letter and
we really appreciate your purchasing a
subscription to The Pa11ther.
I also went to the homecoming
activities and enjoyed them immensely.
I agree with you on the feeling of pride
it brought to me to see that we as young
and old African-Americans can get
together in a social setting a just have
fun. I came to Prairie View in I99 I and
while that homecoming was extremely
enjoyable I feel that this one was one of
the best homecomings in years.
In '91 we had the tent and
block parties and while I think they are

and experience within their self they
were not as safe as the dome parties
where the crowd can be better handled
and supervised.
Parties though are not the
extent of my homecoming experience
although I did attend quite a few -- I
was happy to see the return of the
bonfire and the continued support of
the Panther football team.
I think with the enthusiasm of
supporter like you and the congenial
attitudes of homecoming attendees we
will enjoy many more safe and pride
filled homecomings in the future.
Sincerely,
Candice Clay

Ja uita
Dear Jaquita,
I am in a 23 year-old female
who feels like my life is falling apart.
I have been at this university for four
years and two of those four years have
been hell. My reputation has been
totally ruined by rumors that seem to
be spread by everyone I come in contact
with.
I am a very friendly person
and I can get along with any body. It
just so happens that I am friends with
a lot of guys. Just because I have a lot
of friends, who just so happen to be
guys doesn't mean I've slept with all of
them. For some reason it gets around
that I am the freak of the week on
campus.
True enough, I've had my
share of guy friends that I've been
intimate with, but doesn't everybody?
This is college. I'm not married yet, so
why am I being condemned for being
me ? Help my reputation is at stake.
Singed,
A Single Girl

Dear Single Girl,
It's unfortunate that people
seem to always believe what they hear
instead of what they know, but that's
that way that small mined people
think. Your probably not any different
from any other girl on this campus, the
only difference is that your business
seems to be of interest to the public.
Sometimes it is easier to
remember gossip than the truth. People
thrive other peoples problems. Gossip
will exist until the end of time and
that's fact. So to be honest you've got
to be tuff and roll with the punches.
The only way to stop the rumors is to
stop hanging around all your guy
friends. If you choose to you will
compromise your principles for what
some one else thinks.
The fact that you know what
you've done and who with is the only
thing that matters. The people you
care about are the ones that you should
be most concerned about. Those are
the opinions that count; not those
people who are eating up your personal
business.
Understand and remember
that your purpose is not to satisfy or
entertain the opinions of other people.
With that in mind, keep your head up
and tell you guy friends to help stop
the madness and make those wrongs
right.

